- RLE1 CLOSING BLOCK MAGNET WITH RECTIFIER - TB4
- MB01 1 SHUNT RELEASE OFF WITH RECTIFIER - TB1
- MBC CLOSING RELEASE WITH RECTIFIER - TB3
- MBS UNDERVOLTAGE RELEASE UX WITH RECTIFIER - TB5
- MB03 INDIRECT OVERCURRENT RELEASE WITH RECTIFIER - TB7
- MB02 2 SHUNT RELEASE OFF WITH RECTIFIER - TB2
- MAS CHARGING MOTOR
- KFN ANTIPUMPING RELAY
- BOS1 AUXILIARY SWITCH ON MECHANISM
- RCS1 AUXILIARY SWITCH ON BLOCK MAGNET - RLE1
- BOS4 AUXILIARY SWITCH ON SWITCH SHAFT
- BOS5 AUXILIARY SWITCH ON Switch SHAFT
- BOS3 AUXILIARY SWITCH ON SWITCH SHAFT

MODE OF PRESENTATION:
AUX. SWITCH -BOS1 SHOWN FOR C.B. -MECHANISM DISCHARGED